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  [9.34 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Good morning everyone. 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Good morning, sir. 5 

 

MS SCOTT:   Good morning. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, so we will just start with appearances, Ms Scott 

for the Council. 10 

 

  [9.35 am] 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, thank you, sir. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Carranceja for the Crown. 

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   Sir, my colleague, Ms Silcock, will address this matter, 

sir. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, good morning.  Right, now, yes. 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:  Good morning, sir, Mr van Mierlo for Te Rūnanga o 

Ngāi Tahu. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, good morning, Mr van Mierlo.   

 

MS NICOL:   Ms Nicol for Orion. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, just for Orion this time? 30 

 

MS NICOL:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Any other parties here?  In the back of the room, any 

submitters wanting to put in an appearance?  Yes, Ms Smith? 35 

 

MS SMITH:   Yes, Paula Smith for Lyttelton-Mt Herbert Community Board. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you.   

 40 

MR MITCHELL:   Shawn Mitchell, submitter. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Mitchell, thank you.   

 

MR O’DONNELL:   Mick O’Donnell from Little River Issues Working Party. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   What was? 

 

MR O’DONNELL:   A submitter. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you, what was the Working Party name again? 5 

 

MR O’DONNELL:   Little River Issues Working Party. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Now, Ms Scott, we have got a statement of 

issues which I will just need to find.  Okay, I have had a chance to read 10 

this briefly, are there any things you wanted to highlight and it seems 

relatively straightforward and then I will just take views from other 

parties as to whether they have any problems. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Sir, just one correction to make in attachment B, that is the 15 

record of informal mediation.  Ms Jan Cook, she is a submitter, has 

asked me to update the reference in submitter name.  That meeting was 

not behalf of the Akaroa Civic Trust, that was on behalf of Jan Cook 

and David Brailsford, submitter No 2241, but because of weather she 

wasn’t able to make it today. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We will take out reference to the Civic Trust. 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir, thank you.  I don’t have anything to add, I have spoken 

to my friend Mr van Mierlo and he has a couple of issues that he is 25 

going to present to you and the Council has no issue with them being 

added. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 30 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now, Mr van Mierlo, I omitted to take note of the 

submitter you appear for I am sorry. 

 35 

MR VAN MIERLO:   Te Runanga o Ngāi Tahu, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you.   

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   No 2458. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you.  All right, well, perhaps what we will do, 

thank you, I will come to you shortly.  Are there any issues on the part 

of the Crown in regard to the issues statement? 

 45 
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MS SILCOCK:   No, sir, just an indication, the Crown is happy to proceed with 

this hearing as scheduled but simply wishes to indicate that the 

Hearings Panel should remain open to the use of its reconsideration and 

wash up powers particularly following its decision on the natural and 

cultural heritage matters in stage 3. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, okay. 

 

MS SILCOCK:   Thank you, sir. 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, all right.  Well, that will just be part of the 

record of the pre-hearing, at this stage that is all you want, isn’t it? 

 

MS SILCOCK:   Yes, sir, thank you. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now, perhaps working to you, Mr van Mierlo, next I 

think, you had one or two matters with the statement of issues? 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   I was just going to propose three additional issues be 

stated. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Have you discussed those with the Council? 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   I have discussed those with the Council and I understand 

there is no objection to them. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay. 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   And they are rather high level matters, sir.  The first is 

what is Papakainga and really, sir, what I am getting at there is that I 30 

think some evidence to be led by my client as to what Papakainga 

means in 2015 could be helpful to the Panel, sir, and it will be succinct 

I anticipate if it is helpful. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 35 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   The second issue I am proposing, sir, is how does 

Papakainga relate to the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 40 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   And then the third issue, sir, is will the proposal 

appropriately enable Papakainga development in the district. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now, just a minute, appropriately enable? 45 
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MR VAN MIERLO:   Papakāinga development in the district. 

 

  [9.40 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay.  Ms Scott, the Council is happy with those issues 5 

going in? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir, the Council is. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We will get a sounding from other parties, Mr van Mierlo, 10 

just as we go around.  Does the Crown have any issue with those 

issues? 

 

MS SILCOCK:   No, sir. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  Ms Nicol? 

 

MS NICOL:   No, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you and are there any other issues that Orion has, 20 

Ms Nicol? 

 

MS NICOL:   No. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, and that was everything from you, 25 

Mr van Mierlo? 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   Yes, sir.  The only other point I would just reiterate, it 

was raised in the pre-hearing conferences last week in particular at the 

subdivision pre-hearing, there was an issue about issue 5 in the 30 

subdivision hearing’s issue statement about minimum net site areas for 

subdivision within the Papakainga zone.  And my learned friend 

Ms Walsh foreshadowed that there would be an application that that 

issue be heard as part of the Papakainga chapter, that is to be the 

subject of a memo which will be filed, sir, so just reiterating that. 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, okay.  Is there any update on where those memo 

issues are in terms of the Crown and Te Rūnanga? 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   For Te Rūnanga there are discussions going on and 40 

scheduled for this week and the understanding is the memo is to be 

filed by this Friday. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, and, Ms Scott? 

 45 

MS SCOTT:   Sir, those discussions also involve the Council. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MS SCOTT:   So the Council will be a party to the memorandum that is filed 

on Friday. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, thank you very much.   

 

MR CARRANCEJA:   As this the Crown, sir. 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, okay.  Now, Ms Nicol, I think we have been to 

you and you don’t have any matters to raise with the statement of 

issues, is that right? 

 

MS NICOL:   That is correct. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  Well, just working to the back of the room, now 

probably starting with Ms Smith, do you have any matters to raise in 

the issues statement? 

 20 

MS SMITH:   No issues, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  Mr Mitchell? 

 

MR MITCHELL:   No issues, sir. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, and Mr O’Donnell? 

 

MR O’DONNELL:   No issues, sir. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, well, thanks very much.  Well, that is very 

helpful and thanks to the Council for getting that done so efficiently.  

Ms Scott, I take it that you could just confer with Mr van Mierlo and 

make sure, I have got a good note of those issues, to put an updated 

statement in by a date which would suit you in terms of timing? 35 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, I am happy to do that, perhaps by Thursday when the rest 

of them are due. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, okay, so if that is fine with you we will make it 40 

Thursday, good.   

 

MS SCOTT:   Thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  So perhaps what we should now do is just work 45 

around the room again and just test witnesses to be called.  I have got a 
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note of that from the Council, Mr Matheson being called on behalf of 

the Council, Ms Scott, and that is the witness the Council is calling at 

this stage subject to any rebuttal? 

 

MS SCOTT:   At this stage, yes, sir. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, the Crown? 

 

MS SILCOCK:   Thank you, sir, the Crown will be calling a maximum of five 

witnesses for this matter.  We have one witness from Te Puni Kokiri, 10 

the Ministry of Māori Development, which will cover background and 

national context for Papakainga housing, a planner for the 

New Zealand Fire Service and operational expert for the Department of 

Corrections, a planner for the Department of Corrections and then a 

planner that will cover all other matters, sir. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Is the Department of Corrections’ interest in this by 

reason of its geographic proximity of some sites to Papakainga? 

 

MS SILCOCK:   Yes, sir, that is correct. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  And the Fire Service presumably is that based 

on I suppose a thought comes to mind is whether those issues are 

capable of being worked out through discussions between parties? 

 25 

MS SILCOCK:   Certainly, sir, the Crown will be engaging with the Council 

and other parties on those matters and will look to resolve anything that 

it can. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you very much, so subject to that, five 30 

witnesses. 

 

MS SILCOCK:   Thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. Mr van Mierlo? 35 

 

MR VAN MIERLO:   Yes, sir, for Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu a total of six 

witnesses, sir.  Two witnesses on cultural matters, one on historic 

matters, one in relation to Māori land matters, one in relation to 

commercial issues and, finally, one planning witness. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Ms Nicol? 

 

MS NICOL:   Orion will be calling a planner and a company witness. 

 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you.  And just to clarify again, the nature of 

Orion’s interest in this, could you clarify that? 

 

MS NICOL:   It is just in relation to non-complying activities for corridor 

protection so it is very minor. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes.  Presumably something that again would be 

amenable to mediation discussions and so forth ahead of the hearing? 

 

  [9.45 am] 10 

 

MS NICOL:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, okay.  Now, just working at the back of the 

room, Ms Smith, is it the Community Board or Association, sorry? 15 

 

MS SMITH:   It is the Community Board.  . 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, the Community Board, is it intending to call - - - 

 20 

MS SMITH:   Yes, elected representatives. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MS SMITH:   We will just speak to our submission, 10 minutes or so. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

MS SMITH:   Thanks. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay.  Mr Mitchell? 

 

MR MITCHELL:   I will be bringing a planner and to speak to our submission. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  So you have got a planner engaged in which 35 

case obviously I can bring in now, and you will know the Friend of 

Submitter sitting at the back of the room, and if you have got some 

professional advice that will obviously help you as well in terms of 

processes and things. 

 40 

MR MITCHELL:   Sure, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  Mr O’Donnell? 

 

MR O’DONNELL:   I would like to speak to our submission but I won’t be 45 

putting any witnesses forward. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, that is fine.  Okay, thanks very much.  So it 

sounds like, just in terms of the Council’s estimation of time of two 

days, it is probably about right if not more generous than it needs to be? 

 5 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, I think so.  I think having that possibly day 2 might be a 

reserve day. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, we will keep it in place.  So in terms of mediation, 

well, in terms of the memorandum of issues, that is for did you say 10 

Thursday this week, close of business? 

 

MS SCOTT:   Yes, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   If there is any issues just be in touch with the Secretariat.   15 

 

MS SCOTT:   No, that will be fine.  In terms of the timetable that was 

proposed in the Council’s memorandum, we have discussed that with 

the Crown who have suggested bringing forward the Council’s revised 

proposal and the Council’s evidence-in-chief by one week and the 20 

Council agrees to that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

MS SCOTT:   So that would change Council’s revised proposal to 6 October 25 

and the Council’s evidence-in-chief to 13 October and that would just 

give more time for the parties to informally mediate prior to the 

facilitated mediation. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Excellent, thank you.  So facilitated mediation on 30 

29 October, and the very busy Commissioner Mills is assigned to that, 

and the nature of the issues don’t warrant facilitated expert 

conferencing, is that how people understand it?  All right.   

 

 So with those modifications to the timetable what I have noted here is, I 35 

will just run through it again, mediation discussion facilitated by 

Commissioner Mills on 29 October.  No facilitated expert conferencing 

scheduled at this stage.  A red line version of the chapter to be filed by 

the Council by Tuesday, 6 October.  The Council’s evidence-in-chief to 

be exchanged on 13 October and as per the usual process, Ms Scott, it 40 

includes a schedule of accept or accept in part and reject positions on 

the Council’s part in regard to submitter relief and an update on the 

section 32 assessment.   

 

 Submitter evidence I propose will be on Thursday, 5 November subject 45 

to any comments anyone wishes to make.  Rebuttal evidence on the 
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same basis and that can include submitter rebuttal of other submitter 

evidence on Wednesday, 11 November.  So that is Thursday the 5th for 

evidence-in-chief from the submitters, rebuttal evidence from everyone 

by Wednesday, 11 November.  

 5 

 Now, in terms of cross-examination and, Ms Smith, you will be well 

familiar with these sorts of things now, you have been to a number of 

pre-hearing meetings.  Those who are not familiar with what cross-

examination involves in terms of lay representatives, just feel free to 

talk to the Friend of Submitter about these things.   10 

 

 Essentially this process allows for evidence to be the subject of cross-

examination or questioning by any other party and obviously 

questioning by the Panel.  It is not an automatic right so parties that 

want to cross-examine must ask for leave to do so.  The normal 15 

requirement is a limit of 10 minutes on cross-examination but if parties 

need longer then they should apply and ask for that with reasons.  So if 

you wish to cross-examine evidence you have to do so by leave and 

you have to make an application and that has to be done by Tuesday, 

17 November. 20 

 

  [9.50 am] 

 

 Evidence is pre-circulated in this process.  That means we read it ahead 

of time.  If you serve the evidence by 3 pm on the due date that I have 25 

indicated to you then the onus of you serving it on other parties is 

deemed to be satisfied but the onus or obligation to serve other parties 

always sits with the person wishing to give evidence.  If you do it by 

3 pm on the day required then it is deemed to be served. 

 30 

 If you are late with anything by way of missing a date by way of filing 

a document you need to ask for leave to allow that document including 

evidence to be allowed in and you need to give reasons in that 

application.   

 35 

 When you give evidence it is a highlights package limited to 

10 minutes which can be extended by leave if necessary and I don’t 

need to probably reiterate, given the small audience, but I will anyway.  

We urge experts not to be repetitive in their statements and if at all 

possible where they need to deal with matters that are already 40 

addressed in other hearings that we have heard evidence on that that 

they do that by cross-reference rather than repetition. 

 

 All right, and when it comes to the hearing itself you will have the 

opportunity to give your case or present your case, your representations 45 

or your legal submissions.  We would normally have a relatively short 
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opening.  That can be done on the papers, you simply need to inform 

the Secretariat that you just simply wish to rely on your written 

submissions and we would then allow more fulsome closing 

submissions. 

 5 

 So we have scheduled two days for a hearing commencing Monday, 

23 November.  So that is Monday and Tuesday, 24 November.  And as 

Ms Scott has indicated that may well not require that full two day 

period but we will allow for two days in any event.  And I have 

introduced you to the Friend of Submitter down the back of the room, 10 

Richard, there. 

 

 So are there any other issues people want to raise before we – okay, all 

right.  So our next pre-hearing meeting is on another topic and that is at 

11 o’clock on transport.  Thanks very much. 15 

 

ADJOURNED [9.52 am] 


